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The research-Proposed under this oroject sougnt to understand certain
fundamental aspect of visual information processing in the areas of

% recognition, exoloration and search behavior, Over the course of the six
months during jhich work was under taken and the subsequent five months of
wind up activityjprogress was made in the following areas.,

- ."" I. Laboratory Reconfiguration.-

At the conclusion of previous research at HEL it became obvious that
certain equipment modifications would be necessary to continue and expand the
research caoabilities of the eye movement laboratory facilities. -- During the
six months of this contract ASL undertook to upgrade and augment the eye
movement recording equipment at HEL.

Major projects included the building and installation of a second
optical head in a vacant subject chamber, the installation of an extended head
tracking module in the optical head already in place at the laboratory.

* ",, Each of these projects entailed considerable effort to correct data
collection short comings of the orevious installation. New Pedestal mounts
were sought in order to better stabilize the ootical heads of the data
acquisition equipment in order to overcome vibration problems, all optical
heads were remounted in such a way as to overcome overheating problems, a new
CCD camera was installed to improve imaging accuracy, consultations were held
with optical experts to explore was to overcome inherent problems in
projecting stimulus material on the screen in the subject chamber and new
cabling was laid to connect both optical heads.

As a consequence of the changes and improvements discussed above and
in light of the Projected arrival of new computational equipment for data
acquisition and processing the main data acquisition software had to bep . rewritten. The CAPTURE program rewriting in Fortran was completed in late

% July 1986. Other minor software revisions as well as data processing software
was written during the time of this contract. 1One major effort was devoted to

% writing a data acquisition Program to record and analyze Pupil diameter data.-, . In conjunction with R. Lambert discussions were held about a design for a new
data path from the ASL equipment at the HEL facility to the computer. This
was under taken to lessen dependence on the white light system hardware for
which there was no ongoing support. Routing data lines throuch this equipment
in the past had caused delavs in experimentation when this equipment

• experienced breakdowns.

Z4 II. Data Collection & Analysis: -

0* The major experimental effort under taken during this Period involved

the completion of experiments begun earlier in the year on maooin of
recoanition rates for virious retinal positions. These experiments were under

. taken to clarify some issues that irone as a consequence of a model of visual
- search we nid developed during previous reseircn it HEL.
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In order to be able to run this exoerimentation-an entirely new
hardware and software data acquisition environment had to be designed and
built and a new I/O configuration designed for the PDP 11 computer. This work
was accomplished in March of 1986. Significant new data acouisit'on software
was written to automate running of this exoeriment, to acquire subject data
and to pre process the data once collected.

Once all necessary design and development work was completed we did
pilot testing at the end of March. Data collection began in April of 1986 and
completed by early May. At this time we began extensive analysis of the data
we had obtained.

Subsequent months were devoted to the analysis of the retinal mapping
data w.lich presented significant oroblems. Some time was spent in assessing
appropriate analysis models for the data. Problems with the SPSS-X procedure
were encountered at BRL which did not allow us to analyze the data on the
CYBER system. This necessitated oreparing data tapes that could be mounted
and run on a system at Harvard University. During the Deriod when analysis was

.taking place were began to incorporate the hardware and software chanwes
spoken of above.

Work on this contract was suspended during August. Subsequent time
has been devoted to finishing work on the analysis of data as well as software
documentation. The results of the analysis of this data are incoroorated in

.. this report in Appendix A.
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[-* . -Allocation of Focal Attention During Fixation and the Recognition of 'Ion

[' Pre attentively Discriminable texture elements at Various Retinal
Eccentricities.[J4

Leonard F.M. Scinto

Principel Research Psychologist
Apolied Science Laboratories

Waltham, Mass

19870

fixating a tarcet but also the
probability of recoqnizini the taret.- 1 Introduction: should it fall within the fixation

field. Figure 1 below gives a concrete
illustration of this moint. In this

In an earlier study, Scinto et figure the circle reoresents the highest
al. 1986, we posited the existence of acuity area of the fixation some four
two levels of visual attention demrees in dimmeter. Within this area
allocation in a search task involvinR are a number of texture elements that
non pre attentively discriminable forn a ground and some that constitute
texture elements. We termed these the target (in this case an array of 14
respectively macro attentional shifts elements two of which differ from the
and micro attentional shifts. Macro ground and form the target). If focal
attentional shifts we argued were attention is necessary to discriminate
chAracterized by the successive the target element or elements from the
disolacement of eye oosition to fixate ground each element must be scrutinized
and foveate necessary visual in serial by such focal attention. If
information. These macro shifts occur as *ulesz, 1985 and others have
when the stimulus field or some demonstrated shifts of focal attention
information within that field is too take aooroximately 50msc and the
large to be encospassed by a single aoerture of focal attention can
fixation. Micro attentional shifts encomoass one element at a time, a
occur as attention shifts of focal minimum of 700msc would be required to
attention within the effective visual exhaustivelv scan this array. Our work

.V , i -'?. '~.. 4$ . field of a single fixation when parallel has shown that the averare fixation is
proces-in, of the information in this only about 270msc in duration. In that
field is inadequate to extract necessary case only about 5 or 6 elements of the
information. array can be attended to during a sinnle

fixation. Further, it is unclear if the
In the study cited above we full durationil of the fixation is

soumht to develoD an altorithm to available for nrocenqinp retinal
simulate and model the nrocess of iearcn information. fee for exaimle the
for non nre attentivelv diicrininable commenti by Salthoune, 1080 on the
targets. The alnorlthm develooed in that determinant3 of ftiation Juritions.
naner was based on a nodificd rsncnn
walk that aoneared to adequatelv model The question artsea 1s to
the kind of macro attention shift w! whether the allocation of focal
have defined above. However, this attention within the effective field of
ilzorithn left unieter-ined the orocec3 the fixation ii based on a randon
of focal attention allocation within a nrocess and further whether the eositton
aincle fixation. This is a critical of tne tiret element in the fixation
stem in constricti-:. an e-nirlcallv arrsv affants the amount of ti-e needed
adeo-jte alorithm as we 7ust be abl to to dincri-n3te that ele--nt Ind
anecif: not only the 7robabillity of recornize it as a taret eleent.

0e.



Figure 1: Fixation Array with 14 Texture Elements

If it were the case that (Dow et al., 1981) an image of constant

position within the fixational array did size at various eccentricities from
not matter for recognition then the foveal center on the retina will give
allocation of focal attention or what we rise to progressively smaller

- -.. have termed micro attentional shifts projections on primary visual cortex
could best be modeled by a random walk thus stimulating fewer cortical cells.
process. However, a number of Observed differences in recognition
researchers (Payne, 1966; Lefton & rates may in part be accounted for in
Haber, 1974; Eriksen & Schultz, 1977) this fashion.
have demonstrated that with increasing
distance from foveal center recognition In their work on texture
time for pre attentively discriminable discrimination and vision Julesz and his
elements increases by as much as 1OOmsc colleagues (Julesz, 1975; 1980; 1981;
for three degrees from foveal center. 1985; Julesz & Bergin, 1983; Bergin &
Eriksen & Schultz speculate that the Julesz, 1983; 1983a) isolated a number

. . -. . observed differences may be due to of features of elementary texture
differences in neural transmission time elements they termed textons. Texture
from positions on the retina to higher elements were found to be non pre

information processing centers or a attentively discriminable only if these
degradation in the information provided texture element did not differ in the
higher processing centers from retinal local density of textons. Julesz
locations away from foveal center, isolated a number of such textons such
Sterling and Salthouse (1981) in a study as number of line segments, number of
of retinal location and visual line ends and number of crossings. In a
processing rate concluded that with series of experiments exploring the
positions removed from foveal center discriminability of pairs of texture
there is no decrease in the rate of elements (Bergin & Julesz, 1983; Bergin
information extraction at such positions & Julesz, 1983a) reached the following
but rather that the reduction in number conclusion. They state 1983:2
of receptors at locations away from
foveal center increases the time The discrimination behaviour
necessary for the establishment of an described is independent of
initial representation of a stimulus, whether the stimulus falls
Once a representation of the stimulus entirely within the fovea or
has been established discrimination say extends into the near
between two alternatives is not affected periherv. This was tested
by retinal locus, over a range of a factor

eight in size usina stimuli
Of further note is the work on consisting of seven elements

spatial mapping of projection from the arrinaed randomly in a ring
retina to primary visual cortex centered at the fixation
(Marshall, 1941 & Daniel I Whitteridwe, mark.. .The smallest of these
1961). whereas the densit of cells in stimuli subtended only 2.8
the cortical surface Is fairly constant of visual angle while the

-2-
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largest was nearly 22 in representative of normal viewing
diameter... this uniform situations and the claim that the fovea
contraction or dil3tiOn of and near perionery function similarly
the stimulus had little with respect to information extraction

effect on performance. Thus, is somewhat misleadinz with the caveat
witnin the limits imposed by of change in spatial scale.

spatial resolution, the
stimulus can be viewed from It is unlikely that a single
a wide range of distances fixation will much exceed 300msc in
with similar results... This duration. It is more unlikely that
suggests that except for the fixations of 500+msc will be found in

Schange in spatial scale, the most inspection or recognition tasks.
fovea and near erioherv- In light of this and the findings cited
function similarly in the earlier about the effect of retinal
extraction of visual position on recognition times it is

* information [Emphasis clear that in normal viewing where
added]. stimulus size decreases with greater

eccentricity from foveal center the
On the surface this statement by fovea and near periphery do not function

Bergin & Julesz would appear to suggest behavorially in an similar manner.
that if texture element are well above Neural principles of information
acuity threshold then they should be extraction and image formation may be
equally discriminable either in the equivalent but there are non trivial
fovea or "near periphery". However, the perceptual differences to be observed.
Bergin & Julesz experiments restricted
inspection time to a minimum of In an effort to determine the
approximately 100msc to about 550msc. nature of the process of focal attention
Performance in the task requiring allocation within a single fixation we
subjects to report whether a target designed an experiment to determine the
texture element was present in an array recognition rates for a pair of non pre
of seven texture elements never exceeded attentively discriminable texture
62% correct at the maximum time allowed elements. This pair of texture element
for inspection. Given the conclusion we were the same used in our search study
cited above by Sterling & Salthouse, (scinto, et al., 1986) and consisted of
increasing the stimulus size by almost a an element yielding the percept of a 10
factor of ten and allowing some 5OOmsc and an element yielding the percept of
for inspection, it should not surprise an S. These elements share the same
us that recognition rates for this first and second order statistics and do
experiment were similar for that where a not differ in the local density of
smaller stimulus set was used. We must textons, same number of line segments
assume that in this experiment viewing and same number of terminators. In
distance did not change as they do not order to discriminate these elements,
report a figure for viewing distance, when they are presented briefly one

": -' "'-' - ' Given that viewing distance remains needs to attend to each by the
constant the number of receptors allocation of focal attention. Figure
stimulated in the periphery is greatly two below gives an example of these
increased thus allowing for an initial texture elements and the horizontal and
representation of the stimulus to be vertical orientations in which they
formed sooner than ordinarily be the appeared in our exoeriment. Our
case with a smaller stimulus imoinging hypothesis was that texture elements
on fewer receptors. Additionally the that appeared further away from the
work on spatial maoping of retinal center of fixation and hence from the
images to primary visual cortex suggest center of the fovea would be
that. factors of spatial contrast etc. proqressivel' more difficult to
aside, increasing retinal image size recognize as indicated by recognition
will lead to similar numbers of cortical error rate. Error rates should snow a
cells being stimulated at greater steady increase as ele.-ent3 .aooeareo
eccentricities from foveal center. farther away from foveil center. It has
However, the experimental situation been lemonstrited in many cases that as
posed by Bergin & Julesz is hardly the number of elements in an array is

. .
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S-OR-I 10-OR-I S-OR-II 10-OR-II
Figure 2: S and 10 texture elements in Horizontal and Vertical Orientations

increased the probability of detecting a cannot discriminate between them
target element decreases. In the case (Julesz, 1983). In order for
where a single fixation encompasses some discrimination to take place they
nine to sixteen texture elements the require focal scrutiny by the attentive
probability of detecting any target visual system. When these elements
texture elements will vary not only as a appear in some position in a fixation
function of the number of target and non retinal array it is necessary to shift
target elements in the array but also as focal attention to that location for
a function of the retinal position of discrimination and recognition to occur.
the target elements in this retinal
array. With limited time available for In this experiment we mapped
allocation of focal attention during any forty eight retinal positions disposed
given fixation, elements that are along the major horizontal and vertical
farther from center will consume more axes around a central fixation point in
inspection time. With an array of ten foveal center. Each of these positions
elements and assuming 50msc for each were spaced I apart and represented
shift of focal attention as predicted by positions along each axis of from 1 to 6
Julesz, 1985 we might expect that as from foveal center as represented by the
many as five elements could be fixation cross. A representation of this
exhaustively examined during a 250msc fixational array appears in figure 3.

" fixation. However, we hypothesize that Each of the two texture elements in
a if some of those elements appear some 2 their two orientations (horizontal &

to 3 degrees from foveal center they vertical) appeared at each retinal
will require more inspection time and position mapped. All texture elements

* overall less then five elements will be were randomly disposed at each of the
inspected during that fixation. Such a forty eight retinal positions. This

%J prediction would explain the phenomena randomization was done for each subject
*Z :-, ,- - we have often observed in our search for each trial the subject viewed.

data where a fixation falls on target Subjects viewed ten trials for each
texture elements yet no target detection texture element and its two orientations
is reported. This is analogous to the for a total of 480 elements.

often reported phenomena of looking
without seeing. Texture elements were presented

by means of 35mm back projected slides.

The elements were viewed from a distance

of 1.75m on a screen 56.5cm by 57.1cm.
2 Experimental Protocols: The texture figures subtended 2/3 of arc

on the screen. The measured contrast

ratio of the texture elements at any of
The texture elements in figure the forty eight positions did not vary

two were those used in our experiments. significantly. Calculations of the
As these texture elements share the same projected angle of the texture elements
first and second order statistics and Jo on the retina showed that this angle did

% not differ in the local density of not vary significantly. The measured

textons the preattenttve visual system angles and widths at the retina for the

* -4-



* forty eight elements is given in table easily resolvable and well above acuity
- -" . .... ". 1. All texture elements at the six threshold levels.

positions along any given axis were

Table I

Axis & Position Angle at Eye Width at Eye(mm)

I-I 40'24" .19978
1-2 40'22" .19961
1-3 40'19" .19936
I-4 40'16" .19912
1-5 40'12" .19879
1-6 40' 8" .19846

11-1 40'15" .19903
11-2 40' 6" .19829
11-3 39'55" .19739
II-4 39"44" .19648
11-5 39'33" .19557
11-6 39'21" .19458

111-1 40'24" .19978
1i1-2 40'22" .19961
111-3 40'19" .19936
II-4 40'16" .19912
111-5 40'12" .19879

- 111-6 40' 8" .19846

IV-1 40'31" .20035
IV-2 40'39" .20101
IV-3 40'45" .20151
IV-4 40'50" .20192
IV-5 40'54" .20225
IV-6 40'57" .20250

Measured Angles and Widths of Texture Elements at the Eye

blank time of 160msc allowed subJects
.-. , ~ 2.1 Presentation Sequence: 260msc for a shift of focal attention to

the projected texture element and focal
scrutiny of the element. This interval

The presentation sequence for of 26Omsc corresponded to the average
any experimental session ran as follows, fixation time found in our search study.

'I Subjects first saw a central fixation
cross with a duration of three seconds In each experimental session
followed at once by the stimulus element subjects viewed four trays (session one
witn an exposure time of 100msc. After contained an extra practice triv) of
the stimulus element there was a blank forty eight slides per tray. Subjects
but lighted screen for 16Omsc followed participated in five sessions over two
by an erasing masK with a duration of and a half days with one session per
three seconds. The series then bevan mornins and afternoon. There were a
awain with the central fixation cross, total of ten trials for each fizure fr
The combination of *he stimulus each orientation of the fizure at eachK presentation time of 10Cmsc with the retinal position mapped.

[?
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-" Figure 3: Map of forty eight Retinal Positions on Four Axes

or 10), distance from foveal center (I

2.2 Experimental Task: to 6 ), axis (1 to 4), P. fizure
orientation (horizontal or vertical).
This yielded a (2 x 6 x 4 x 2) repested

Subjects' task was to correctly measures desiqn. All subjects viewed
identify which texture element was all exoerimental conditions and

-" . ..- presented at any given trial. Subjects presentation order was randomized for
"-were instructed to resonnd as nuickly as each subject on each trial for all the

possible once they knew which element conditions. All stimulus nresentations

had been oresented by presning a were monocular to the subjects dominant
resoonse button with their dominant hand eye as determined by pretestinz. All
and after this to verbally inform the stimulus oresentations were controlled

. exnerimenter which -l~ment had aoeared. by the laboratory PDP-11 conouter and
Each subject was instructed to ruess data collection was also controlled by
wnat. the elerent wan on arv tri'l where the comouter.

the subject was uncertain.

. '----.- .v-. - 3 Subjects:

2.3 Dependent & Indeoendent Variables:
A total of fonrtoen eub~ects

were used in this exnri.ent. Fub'ect3
The ,ain eoeniont varisole was were adults with nor".al or cor ^cted to

the oer-entire error r't, for nor-al vision. f e'lh"et3 : r
identifisation of texture ele-cnt oised corrective lenses tnev wore teneurin.
on the ten trial! for eicn elp ent at exoer4 entation. :20 iub'ect- -eorcj
each retinll sio tion. T-eere wene four y 5i:'<i ultv in rol,,, the texture
indeoendent varilois3: texture :"U-ur- (3 eioesent2 .7iven sufftsint.

0',,,,,
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4 Subject Studio: Based on the perctrnt error

- . scores we develooed a orowran to olot
the effective visual consoiCuit, area

The viewing studio was a room for eacn of the texture elem.ents in
measuring 2.48m Y 3.05 rontainina a their various orientatinns. These
chair and table on whicn were situated a conspicuity areas corresoond to the four
chin rest and response buttons. The exoerinental conditions. The oroaram fit
viewing distance uf the subject seated a curve (effectively an elliose) to the
at the table to the screen was 1.75m four axes on which we tested. The
from the screen. The total area of the interceuts for the curves on each of the
screen subtended an angle of 18 degrees axes were determined by using the
horizontally and 18 degrees vertically, distance from foveal center at which the
During exoerimental trials the only error rates exceeded 50% and recognition
illumination in the room was from the Performance aporoached chance levels.
screen so as to Prevent any Peripheral The six distances along any axis
distraction. In order to stbiliz^ 'lead constituted the Possible interceots. In
and eye position subjects used a chin those cases where error rates on no axis
rest during -xoerimental trials. Random exceeded 50; the Program fi . a circle at
checks of eye oosition usinq an ASL interceots reoresenting a distance of
z" odel 1998 Eye View Monitor showed that six decrees from fovea center. These
subjects were able to maintain fixation reoresentations were constructed
on the central fixation crosq during primarily to graohically disolay
exoerimental trials. recognition Performance and are not

meant to reoresent a rigorouslv MaDOed
effective field of view. These retinal

5 Results: maos for all fourteen subjects for all
texture figures are given in figure four
below.

Summary error rates were
comoiled based on the ten trials for For all the texture figures we
each stimulus element in each of the Plotted the Percent incorrect resoonses
four exoerimental conditions. Table two Lor the fourteen subjects across all
details the mean Percent error rates axes by texture firgure and orientation.
standard deviations and variances summed These Plots are Riven in ficure 5. The
over the fourteen subjects by texture plots show that with increasing distance
figure, orientation, axis and distance from foveal center the error rates
from foveal center, increase.

I
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TABLE 2

Element Axis Orientation Distance Mean sd Variance

S 1 1 1 .00 .000 .000
S 1 1 2 .05 .073 .005

S 1 1 3 .30 .218 .047
S 1 1 4 .40 .310 .096
S 1 1 5 .41 .294 .086
S 1 1 6 .45 .279 .078

S 1 2 1 .02 .053 .003
S 1 2 2 .22 .220 .048
S 1 2 3 .3-, .276 .076
S 1 2 4 .47 .263 .069

, S 1 2 5 .47 .26n .067
S 1 2 6 .43 .225 .050

S, s 1 3 1 .02 .041 .001
S 1 3 2 .05 .098 .005
S 1 3 3 .14 .216 .046

S 1 3 4 .22 .224 .010
S 1 3 5 .23 .231 .053

' S 1 3 6 .30 .210 .044

* S 1 4 1 .02 .041 .001

S 1 4 2 .09 .118 .019
S 1 4 3 .15 .209 .043

S 1 4 4 .30 .293 .086

S 1 4 5 .27 .208 .043
S 1 4 6 .32 .231 .053

S 2 1 1 .02 .055 .OOR
S 2 1 2 .17 .186 .034
S 2 1 3 .3a .282 .079

S 2 1 4 .42 .295 .087
S 2 1 5 .4q .328 .107
S 2 1 6 .54 .289 .083

S 2 2 1 .03 .081 .006

S 2 2 2 .16 .12? .016
' ' . " . ' .- ," S 2 P 3 .45 .287 .082

S 2 2 4 .52 .254 .064

S 2 2 5 .52 .240 .057
S 2 2 6 .52 .2,9 .057

" 2 3 1 .03 .180 .012

S 2 3 2 .21 .255 .069

S 2 3 3 .46 .2q1 .085
S 2 3 4 .47 .2 0 .079
S 2 3 5 .55 .212 .0532
S 2 3 0 .62 .2"1 .097

" 2 4 1 .07 .155 .024
S 2 4 2 .32 .114 .Oq8
S 2 4 3 .42 .201 .0 40
S 2 4 4 .42 .265 .070

2 4 5 .4" .274 .075
S 2 4 6 . 206 .0 42

JA
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TABLE 2 cont.

Element Orientation Axia Distance Mean sd Variance

10 1 1 1 .01 .014 .001
10 1 1 2 .09 .138 .019

10 1 1 3 .13 .183 .033
10 1 1 4 .41 .258 .066
10 1 1 5 .40 .269 .072
10 1 1 6 .45 .306 .093

10 1 2 1 .01 .034 .001
10 1 2 2 .32 .249 .062

* 10 1 2 3 .55 .261 .068
10 1 2 4 .53 .256 .032
10 1 2 5 .55 .304 .oq2
10 1 2 6 .65 .222 .049

10 1 3 1 .05 .062 .003
10 1 3 2 .07 .079 .006
10 1 3 3 .19 .148 .022
10 1 3 4 .51 .212 .054
10 1 3 5 .64 .263 .069
10 1 3 6 .66 .296 .088

10 1 4 1 .03 .061 .003
10 1 4 2 .31 .192 .036
10 1 4 3 .60 .223 .050
10 1 4 4 .62 .260 .067
10 1 4 q .62 .242 .058
10 1 4 6 .70 .218 .047

.1" 10 2 1 1 .09 .122 .019
10 2 1 2 .22 .131 .017

10 2 1 3 .40 .285 .081
10 2 1 4 .49 .291 .084
10 2 1 5 .49 .284 .080
10 2 1 6 .47 .321 .103

10 2 2 1 .03 .081 .006
10 P 2 2 .22 .185 .034

". - 10 2 2 3 .27 .208 .043

10 2 2 4 .42 .254 .064
% 10 2 2 5 .47 .245 .060

10 2 2 6 .45 .266 .071

0"O10 2 3 1 .02 .041 .001
10 2 3 2 .20 l1q4 .037
10 2 3 1 .27 .245 .060
10 2 3 4 .33 .22? .04q

.. 2 3 5 .32 .240 .057
10 2 3 6 .35 .271 .073

10 2 4 1 .02 .041 .002
10 2 4 P .12 .I0 .011
10 2 4 3 .29 .224 .052
10 2 4 4 .45 .21, .046

10 2 4 .56 .229 .052
10 2 4 6 .57 .240 .057
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Figure 4: Retinal Maos tar all Texture Figures for All Subjects

found in SPSS-Y. The results from this
analysis are found in table 3. This

6 Analysis: analysis showed strong significant
differences for distance from roveal
center, and angle or eccentricity

In order to determine ir (axis). This analysis also showed a
observed dirrerences in recognition stronp, efrect for orientation or' texture

*-performance were significant we figure as well as several two way and
performed a multiverate reoeated three way interaction effects.
measures analysis using the procedure

Table 3

jEffect df F P

VElement 1/13 .143 .531
VOrien 1/13 114.88 .002
*Axi3 3/31) 15.36 .000

Pos 2/26 211.33 .000

El/Cr 1/13 3.33 .091
El/Ax 3/3 e6) .9
El/Poi 2/26 .9~52 .582
OrIAx / Q 17.33 . n

*Or/Pon 2/26 1.28 "1
Axc/Po3 6/79 1.1 .001

0.0
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Table 3 (cont)

Effect df F P

El/Or/Ax 3/39 9.127 .000
ElIOr/Pos 2/26 4.369 .023
El/Ax/Pos 6178 2.502 .029
Or/Ax/Pos 6/78 4.185 .001

Our expectation was that we should 10 texture elements for all fourteen
observe an effect for distance from subjects across distance from foveal
foveal center. However, the finding of center. In firures 9 and 10 are plotted

- a significant effect for orientation and the significant two way interactions
for angle of eccentricity from foveal from the first MANOVA we ran. The-e
center were not oredicted. In order to figures plot Axis and Orientation by
better understand the efrect for Position resoectively. Fixures 11
orientation we ran an additional MANOVA. through 16 plot the significant three
In this MANOVA the data matrix was so way interactions from this same MANOVA.
arranged as to test whether the In all these figures percent correct
difference for orientation was due to recognitions are plotted on the y axis.
the actual spatial orientation of the
texture elements (horizontal vs. In order to assess if the
vertical) or rather to semantic or orientation effects observed in the
phenomenal orientational differences analyses given above were indeed due to
(the percept of an s or ten) by a difference in spatial orientation or
soecirically contrasting the correct and rather to the -ifference in phenomenal
incorrect orientations of these texture orientation (the perc-pt of an S or 10
elements. This MANOVA showed that there as opposed to inversions of these) we
was no significant effect for semantic ran two additional MANOVAs on the error
orientation for the combined texture rate data. In these MANOVAs we tested
elements, df:1/13, F=3.313, P=.091. The for effects separately for each of the
complete results from this analysis are two texture figures. In the analysis
found in table 4. for the S texture figure we found a

significant effect for orientation with
Figure 6 Plots the percentaze the texture figure sugesting the

correct resDonses for horizontal and percept of an S yielding better
vertical texture elements for all recognition performance. The full
fourte-n subjects across distance from analysis table for the S texture fiaure
foveal center broken out by axis. In is given in table 5. In the analysis
these plots S and 10 texture elementa for the 10 texture element the effect
are combined. Figure 7 ploti the for orientation was not significant.
percent correct responses for all Th-re would anoear to be no effect for
fourteen sublects across dintance from the ten figure in its correct ohenomenal
foveal c-nter for the semanticillv orientation. The full results for this
correct texture figurei and semanticallY analysis are qiven in table 6. Firure 3

%5 incorrect texture fiures for eacn of plots the recopnition data for trece two
the four axei. Figure 5 plots the effects.
ori-ntation efrect 3eosritely for 5 and

-.
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Table 4

EFFECT dF P

Element 1/13 .4200 .528

Orien 1/13 1.333 .091

Axis 3/39 15.3a7 .000

Post 2/26 211.33 .000

E1/Or 1/13 14.893 .002

EI/Ax 3/39 .6434 .592

EllPo 2/26 .5526 .5A2

Or/Ax 3/39 9.127 Ono

Or/Dos 2/26 4.369 .021
Ax/Po 6/78 4.314 .001

E/O/A 3/39 17.335 .000

E/O/P 2/26 1.284 .294
EIAIP 6/78 2.502 .029

O/A/P 6/78 3.897 .002

EO/AlP 6/78 4.185 .001

Table 5

EFFECT dfF P

Orien 1/13 9.9n7 .008

Axis 3/39 1.019 .394

Posit 2/26 70.82 .000

Or/Ax 3/39 5.297 .004

Or/Pos 2/26 6.323 .006

Ax/Pos 6/78 1.562 .169

O/A/P 6/78 1.945 .034

Anovi Resulta for S Texture Ficure

- 24 -
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Table 6

Orien 1/13 .221
Axis 3/39 6.953 .001
Posit 2/26 132.268 .003

Or/Ax 3/39 17.91c .003
Or/Pos 2/26 1.336 .2 0
Ax/Pos 6/78 5.528 .000

O/A/P 6/78 6.042 .OCO

Anova ?e-ults for 10 Texture Figure

These two '1ANOVAs reveal a different orobability formula that accounts for
pattern of results for the S figure and the greater recoqnition time resuired
the ten figure. Where we have a for scrutiny of elements beyond one
significant difference for Axis with the dearee from foveal center. Thiq lonaer
10 texture figure there is no recognition time may be accounted for in
significant effect for the S texture cart by the suggestion of Sterling &
figure on the Axis variable. The two way Salthouse that at distances away from
and three way interactions in the foveal center perceots will take lonwer
rpsoective analyses also differ. The one to form due to differences in receotor
constant finding in all the analyses run density or by the magnification factor
was the finding for a difference in discussed above where fewer cortical
distance from foveal center on cells are stimulated when a stimulus of
recognition performance. In no analysis constant size is located furtner from
did we find an overall difference for foveal center.
texture firure S vs. 10.

Additionally, the results we
obtained would aonear to indicate that

7 Discussion: at least for gome texture elements there
is a strone effect on recornitijn

nerfor-ance with angle of eccentricitv
It is clear from the data in from foveal center. The "ANOVA results

-"this exoeriment that retinal oosition, in Table 3 indicate a strong effect,
(i.e. distance from foveal center), p=.O00 for axis and the data blot in
affects recognition Performance (see figure Q would indicate that axes one
Tables 3 & 4 and Figures 4 & S) for non and tnree give better reco~nitlon
pre attentively discri-ninable texture nerfor-ance than lo axes two and four.
elements. The data demonstrate that Differences for axes are ilo imnllcated
there is a raDid fall off in correct in I number of two wav and tnr-e way
recopnition r q-onae from one to three 3ini 'Icint i terictlons in the 1ata.
degrees from foveal center when Here the Sterling k faltno,o- findina

* insnection tine for focal scrutiny is for differences in ner-ot for-.atsn Ie
helj constant at Sone 260mnc. to differences in r-centor d.n !i. !9
Reco~nltlon performance beyond three not fully exolain tois flniin,-unlss -we
de~reei from foveal center aosesrs to 131une that at -stain ancles aw V frn
flatten out as snown by fizure five. foveal -enter receotor dent.' will virv
These data 1u qet tnat anv model of the uignificintlv enougn to accnunt t'is
allocation of focal attention within i findinr. The iine coulj te iaii for tcue
fi!itlon mu3t be based on a nolified noluibl- -ffeet of a manl-fi-ltion

- 29 -
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factor since cortical cell distribution by axis, p=.OO0 and orientation by
appears to he uniform. position (di3tance from foveal center),

p=.02. For both the S and 10 texture
Overall, given a constant elements, distance away from foveal

stimulus size above acuity thresnolds center does aooear to increase the
and a constant insoection time, effect for different ohencenal
recognition performarce for the central orientation. Overall,these results,
fovea and near oerionherv is not uniform. particularly the siznificant finding for
This would sur;7est that the allocation the two way interaction of orientation
of focal attention and scrutiny within a by texture figure led us to do a further
single fixation is not uniform. For breaKdown of the data analysis by
scrutiny of elements within one dezree looKino at the two texture elements in
from foveal center less time for focal separate analyses.
attention is required for recornition to

occur while for elements at vreater These individual anal,,es (see
0 distances and not on the same horizontal tables 5 k 6 and figure 3) demonstrated

plane as the fovea areater time is a significant effect for semantically
required for recornition to occur, correct vs. semantically incorrect

orientation for the S texture element,
o= .008 but no siznificint effect for
the 10 texture element, o=.646. If we

. 7.1 Orientation Differences: examine the clots in figure 8 we can

observe that the differences for the S
t-xture element are more oronounced for

The effect we found in this data the semantically correctly oriented
for orientation (i.e. either horizontal figure then in the plot for the 10
or vertical irresoective of correct texture element. However, in botn olots
phenomenal orientation) is less clear the semantically correctly oriented
cut and more difficult to account for. fizures give better recognition rates
In the first MANOVA we ran on this data than do the semantically incorrectly
(sep table 3) findinrs indicated a orientated figures. It is not
significant effect for horizontal vs. unreasonable to conclude from this
vertical orientation of the combined further analysis that the oricinal
texture elements at o= .002. Yet when significant findin7 for an orientation
the recognition data for this findina is difference based on the horizontal and
plotted (see Figure 6) the differences vertical comoarison was an artifact due

4. between horizontal and vertical to combinin; the S and 10 texture
orientations does not appear to be that elements in the analysis. This may be
great. Boti data lines track eacn other attributable to the fact that the

* fairly closely. In liant of this we analvsis of soatial orientation for the
rearranged the data matrix so as to firures is confounded with nienomenal
contrast texture fizures oriented in orientation. In tne case of the S
their correct semantic conficuration (S texture element the cor.ec semntic

""& 10 comoined) the MANOVA we ran did not orientation is coincident with the
snow a significant effect for horizontal orientation and in the case
orientation (see table 4) P=.0j1. Yet of the 10 texture element the correct

the data plot for tnis effect in Figure oheno-enal orientition is coincicent
7 does ieem to indicate a 7reiter witi the vertical nrientation. %iven
difference in cor-ect vernus incorrect jit'oernt results for the ele-ent
semantic orientation of the r!ureq thin considered it is olaucible
did tne slot in Fi'ure 6 for norazontal ume that the licK of effect for t-i

and vertical ortentations. in the olot ten texture element over'nel-s the
in Firuro 7 the difference in correct analsis and rno effect is obner.ed for
recoinitsDn rates teems to increase wits sneno-enal orientation. Likewise in the
distance from foveal center. ;.e snould fin:iin, !or a significant !ffect for
not- that tne anlivj i; frim tne second norlcntal versus verti':l orientation
MANGVA did indicate a siinificant effect toe somoinatton of the -tronz Mifference
for the two w17 interaction or in tne ,7 fi'rre for 3 horizontil
orientation hV element, n^.0h2 as well rientatirn, Its correct semantic
as iiwnlflcant effects for orientation oriintatlon, overuneias tse analysis and

,%
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gives us the result of an orientational
difference that is eniDnenomonial. 7.2 Axis Differences:
Cbservation of the ranns in figure d
snows tnat for tne S texture element the
nori7zontal orientation coincident with Thrournout the fincinzs from the
the correct ohenomenal orientation snows various analyses we ran di:ferences in
better recognition rates. 7or the 10 reconnition of the texture elements were
texture element, the vertical imolicated with differences in axis of
orientation coincident with its corrert presentation. In particular we have to
onenomenal orientation snows the better note the siinificant effects for two way
recognition scores althoucn the and three way interactions. These seem
disparity between the orientations is to suzsq-t strongly that recognition Is
less for this figure than for the S not simoly a function of increasing
texture element. It may be that some distance from foveal center but rather
combination of phenomenal orientation is due to a comolex interaction of
and spatial orientation accounts for the several variables. One of the major
pattern of results in our data. variables inolicated is axis of

oresentation. There were significant
While this analysis is by no effects for axis as a main effent as

means conclusive, it would seen likely well as for axis and distance from foval
that given the independent analysis center (see figure 9) ano orientation
performel on the texture elements and in and axis (see figure 10) as significant
the absence of an' other data, that two way effects. The analysis of the
pnenomenal orientation does affect data also demonstrated a sicnificant
recognition at distances away from three way effect for texture element by
foveal center for at least the S texture orientation of element by axis ( see
figure to a siznificant extent and for figure 12). In most cases but not all
the 10 texture element to a lesser the recognition performance for axes one
extent but ,reater with increasing and three, the two horizontal axes was
distance from foveal center. The better than recognition perf'ormance on
overall efrect for the 10 texture axes 2 and 4. The mean percent correct
element is not as strong but the same "ecognition rates for the four axes ar-
trend is present. The question remains given in table 7 below. These data are
as to wnv tnere should be a difference also blotted in figure 17 belm'!.
for the texture elementi. it may be the
case that tne oercent of the S is simplY

more of an overlearned onenomena than
the percest for the 10 element.

Table 7

Axi3 -ean Variance Standar! Devlat.n

-"r i n7 .,e2 ,-.
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Figure 17: Percen~t !!ean Correct Recoqnition Resoonses for Four Axes for all Texture
Plemntsforall Subjlects

Fi'rure 17 in unicn th- two texture recognition oerrornance for the S and 10
fi~zures are combines snows a systematic texture figureq ire different with
var'13tion arnonz percent correct respect to axis of oresentation for
ricoo-nition responses for the four axes, correct nhenor"enal qo~nt atiton. W e
A xes o ne and three yield better probably can conclude that orientation
recoonition performance. When we differences are stron'lv i!70licated In
examined the S and 10 texture elements the observed axis difference where
inc:eoenlentlv this nattern of variation recognition perfor-ance is better for
of recovnition oefor,7ince where axes axes one and three oh the horirontal
one ino three snowed better recoqnition plane. It is conoetiable thit th",e
oerfor-.ance n oId 3 for the c-orr-!ct correct percents fo r a! no 10 texture
oneno-enal orientation of the !, texture elements are -ore easily lisruoted at
elonient (-rorizontail) and for the !oor"et 'xes two an! 'o-~ 4n *tne .er-.,.al olane.

3nn-ea riantitlon of the 10 texture There are ,- or ixeq 'or t,
?1-7ent (vertical). Thi3 -attern !in be incorrect nneno-nil orleotattn73 of t'A
oooe-ved In~ icu*re 1? above. fircure! 10 texture elenents but th1e 11ifferen ce s
Wni~n 1lot3 oer!ent correct recownition here do not re ne it toie 7rattern of
raites f or horizontal and verltil iffre fn c 2 n o r--s -c 7nth)-eni I
orte ntitiono irresoective nf texture orientation. ,t -'n -7o erv- "' -i u ire
ele*Ient onowl tnio nattern of variation 12 thait fo r -is ,nc:7r-- ac srl.-nt-tlonn
for ixes one and three verquni twio and the olot for tone 171e ;ra-
four on 1v for on e horiontl 7i--ir i-are !") Ic -' 'v-I'. of
orio ntation. It i13 ." 1i oV thIaIt the, rehoonsn A acrno ao or x e-i V-r
3trinj e ff ct1 for : orrec t oneno-enil t exture lsct or
orlentation (hinrtcontal ) for toe r!coznition e -- -

text ure elq-pnt rffecti tnese results 9 n'sws I tao el~' ~ li

in,!!cated in our rearki on nrientation oron 0 -rc 1V n -"-,r ou? I
differences above. four 4nie ter for Ve 1

elanent nsateo
?hie pattern of findinea for axes reconinion r3'ooe i:1o are 113 oS

differences 3tcet U7jq1 o7tron rlIy thaIt thirowj n tnrao iro 1 i V-' 1t ix,, -
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four. it is difficult to conjecture wos orientation, or aonear at anles of
there should be a difference either ec:centricitvv that desart fror the
bases on correct and incorrect -ortzontal Dlane as deter-ined -y the
soenoreral orientations or bases on viewers socition.
texture figure for toe incorrect
pnenooenal orientations. We can only The second rodel assumes that in
soeculate that these various texture a task wnere focal attention ust be
figures either give rise to different devoted dur'ng fixation to individual
pat'erns of stirulation on retinal elements tne size of the fixation window
r-ceotors that differ across the retina is adjusted so that fewer elerents are
or that hizner recornition centers in taken in for scrittnv durina any given
the visual cortex resnond differently in fixation. Ideally this window size
fornina a recognition resoonse for should be oronortional to the amount of
stimulation by different texture time available for scrutiny during

* elements at various retinal fixation. Given the data fror this
Q. eccentricities. exseriment estirates of the size o:' this

fixation window cannot be determined.
However, we can co~ctr thait sucn a
fixation window should be les- than

7.3 Recognition & Search Performance three de.rees in diameter.

Of the two rodels orooosed above
Given the findinzs in the the second is consistent with other

exoerirent resorted here of different strategies we have observed in search
correct recognition rates for non ore behaviour. In our orevious work, Scinto
attentivel1v dscriminable texture et al., 1996 we observed that as search
elements at various distances from continued to be unsuccessful sub tacts
foveal center and at different adjusted two asoects of the allocation
orientations and eccentricities, it of rolar attention. Saccace arolitude
see-s clear that allocation of focal was reduced and fixation time was
at*ertlon to individual elerents in the increased. It is not at all unlikely
retinal array during fixation is not that a further ad'ustrent is made in the
uniform. It is unlikely that this soatial extent of toe functional visual
"rocesq of focal attention allocation io field of the fixation.
best -odeled by a random walk model.
Two models of the allocation of focal
attention durin7 fixation are consistent Both of these models could be
with toe data from this exeriment. tested by rodifyin7 the simulated search

alorithr we develosed in our earlier
The first model assures a study (Scinto, et al., 106). The

fixation window of onoroxiratel three cumulative detection curves each of the
de:-ers in dia-eter. Sucn a fixation models oroducP could toen be ocisarec to
size will ta<e in anoroxiratelv nine to actual 3ers data from our or-vious

-"-. sixteen texture elements during study. .!A 031 honed to carry out tois
fixation. liven the limiting factor of simulation but tie unavailabilitv of toe
sore 20-rsc. for fixotton not all 9RD comouter on wnico toe IrI-ina1

11,0 texture elerenta filltoc witoin the alocritu Wo -ountel orevertel anv t;
6" ftsatlon rena :in o 3crutinined. focal of those rocela.

attenton is Allocated to t-xturo
eke-cots booed on A rodified ranInn walk The dAta fror trio -tuo" 4

o-s
wn-rn -rocrD--oiyols nore ti-s for helo to l irtfv f rtnr toe v! irs of
I crutinv a; 31located to ele-ento is toe ntrate ica - d in viu A r- for
toe exeew one 'iqr-s finn foarAI nI-len or non 7r! Itt-tIvely
center or ore sit of correct nneno-enol Jicri-inoe tar'ets.
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